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The impacts of our changing climate 
are a central concern for leaders across 
nearly every sector of society, including 
government, business, civil society, and 
public health . This is increasingly true 
for the general population, too . A recent 
study found that 73% of Americans now 
believe global warming is happening, 
up from 53% in 2013,1 and 52% of 
Americans now believe addressing 
climate change should be a top legislative 
priority .2 This shift in opinion is urgently 
welcomed, as near-term reductions in 
carbon emissions will need to be accom-
panied by large-scale carbon seques-
tration to meet targets set by the Paris 
Agreement and avoid the worst impacts 
of climate change .3 Recent evidence 
suggests forests will play a critical role 
in achieving these goals, through reduc-
tions in emissions from fires and defor-
estation, and through land management 
techniques that capture and store carbon, 
known as “Natural Climate Solutions .”4 
While growing consensus for climate 
action and nature’s mitigation potential 
offer reasons for optimism, the conse-
quences of a global response that has 
been neither swift nor powerful enough 
are already beginning to emerge .

The repercussions for the world’s forests 
have been particularly alarming . In 
California, the October 2019 Kincade Fire 
in Sonoma County burned 78,000 acres, 
causing Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), 
the California utility, to turn off electricity 
for 48,000 customers to prevent a 
powerline spark from causing another 
major fire .5 This unprecedented series of 
events came on the heels of what were 
then the two most destructive wildfire 
seasons in California’s history in 2017 
and 2018 .6 This trend shows no sign of 
slowing . In 2020, record-breaking fires 

spread across the U .S . West . California 
was under a constant state of emergency 
as fires throughout August, September, 
and October caused widespread evacu-
ations, record levels of air pollution, 
and power shutoffs for hundreds of 
thousands of PG&E customers .7 The 
California fires alone burned over four 
million acres, by far the most devastating 
wildfire season in state history .8 

These fires have serious ramifications 
for communities and wildlife . They 
impair air quality, destroy property and 
natural habitat that is crucial to biodi-
versity, and exacerbate climate change 
by emitting large amounts of carbon into 
the atmosphere .9 They have also been 
shown to pose disproportionate risk to 
communities of color, with census tracts 
comprised of majority Black, Hispanic, 
and Native American populations facing 
50% greater wildfire vulnerability on 
average, according to one 2018 study .10 

Unfortunately, the frequency and severity 
of wildfires is increasing globally, from 
Brazil to Australia to the Arctic, due to 
hotter and drier conditions linked to 
climate change .11 These developments, 
coupled with widely documented 
increases in global deforestation,12 are 

among the most visible signs that forests, 
and the planet as a whole, need help fast .

Recently, turbulent climactic events have 
often been overshadowed as the global 
economy has grappled with the COVID-19 
public health crisis . At the same time, 
the varying degrees of economic closure 
implemented to slow the spread of the 
virus have led to steep reductions in air 
pollution and carbon emissions,13 offering 
glimpses into the numerous benefits 
transitioning to a cleaner economy 
could bring in the future . Data provided 
by Planet,a a company that operates a 
network of nanosatellites to capture daily 
images of the Earth’s surface, has been 
used by the media to document lower 
levels of heavy industrial activity, reduc-
tions in travel, and the cleaner air and 
waterways that have resulted around the 
world .14

Regardless of the varying political 
views that surround climate change 
and the policy measures needed to 
stabilize a shaken global economy, 
there is no escaping the reality that 
escalating disruptions induced by climate 
change are becoming a regular part 
of everyday life . It is also increasingly 
clear that forests, and the communities 

Forests of Innovation

Emerging research, technology, and financial 
mechanisms demonstrate that forests need not be 
passive victims of climate change. Innovation applied 
to forests has the potential to uproot legacy business 
models, increase climate resilience, and sequester 
significant amounts of carbon.

a. Planet is a DBL Partners portfolio company.
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that surround and depend upon them, 
are extremely vulnerable to these 
impacts .15 On the positive side, emerging 
research, technology, entrepreneurship, 
and financial mechanisms discussed 
throughout this paper demonstrate that 
forests need not be passive victims of 
climate change . Rather, innovation applied 
to forests has the potential to replace 
legacy business models with low-carbon 
alternatives, increase climate resilience, 
promote biodiversity, and sequester 
significant amounts of carbon from the 
atmosphere .

Every crisis offers an opportunity to 
reevaluate and make changes that would 
be difficult to implement under ordinary 
circumstances . As the economy ramps 
back up, and pollution levels inevitably 
rise once more, the temporary improve-
ments to the environment offer a source 
of inspiration . What might be achieved if 
greater levels of investment are directed 
toward decarbonization solutions? What 
if these same investments also improved 
the health of existing forests and refor-
ested areas where trees have been lost 
while helping to prevent emissions from 
fires? For example, the same Planet images 
used to track economic activity during 

COVID-19 are being used by Salo Sciences, 
a conservation technology company, 
to create a detailed map of fire risk and 
fuel loads across California forests . This 
platform, known as the California Forest 
Observatory, combines Planet’s satellite 
imagery with Salo’s AI-powered ecological 
modeling to provide high-resolution data 
to improve forest management in the face 
of increased wildfire risk,16 a topic detailed 
in this report .

This paper will highlight several examples 
in which entrepreneurship, technology, 
and partnerships are being harnessed to 
deliver commercially viable innovation 
that directly benefits forests . The 
upshot for the Earth is enormous . Trees 
provide habitat for wildlife, are critical 
to watershed health, and prevent soil 
erosion .17 For humans, they are a source 
of economic livelihood,18 physical and 
mental health benefits,19 and recreation . 
While forests alone cannot tackle climate 
change, they have the potential to play 
a tremendous role in its mitigation . A 
2017 study by The Nature Conservancy 
and others found that the aforemen-
tioned “natural climate solutions” could 
contribute up to 37% of CO2 emission 
reductions required by 2030 to meet 

the targets of the 2016 Paris Climate 
Agreement .20 Among the varied nature-
based solutions identified in the study, 
forests currently show the greatest 
capacity to capture and store carbon, 
primarily through reforestation (replanting 
trees in deforested areas), avoided forest 
conversions (preventing further tree cover 
loss), and improved forest management 
practices .21 Advisers to the Biden admin-
istration have signaled an intention 
to take advantage of this potential by 
identifying key recommendations for the 
US Department of Agriculture including 
working with farmers and forest owners to 
advance natural climate solutions, estab-
lishing a Carbon Bank to finance climate-
friendly land management practices, and 
prioritizing federal investment in forest 
restoration and wildfire prevention .b

Applying market-based innovation to 
forests is an international approach 
that spans industries, sectors, and 
continents . While these international 
efforts are crucial, this paper maintains 
a narrower lens, focusing on the United 
States . Many of the featured organi-
zations are early adopters of a new 
conservation-oriented approach . In fact, 
the application of business models that 

Before Covid-19 Before COVID-19

March 2020 March 2020

SFO PARKING

Source: Planet

Planet satellite imagery 
helped visualize the 
economic impact of 
COVID-19 

VENICE GRAND CANAL

b. These priorities were articulated in a memo authored by advisers to the Biden transition team in November 2020. Climate 21 Project. “Department of Agriculture Transition 
Memo.” November 2020. Retrieved from https://climate21.org/documents/C21_USDA.pdf.
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promote conservation, including those 
based on forests, is still embryonic across 
most sectors . This is in contrast to more 
developed fields DBL has addressed in 
past thought papers, including renewable 
energy, organic agriculture, and energy 
policy .c As a result, the data and examples 
derive from a relatively small pool of 
interviews and touch upon a variety of 
themes and industries . They include 
nonprofits, government agencies, and 
fast-growing technology companies . In 
all cases, their work underscores the 
important role that forests can play in a 

low-carbon future, and the opportunities 
such initiatives may offer to a wide range 
of investors .

The remainder of this paper explores 
these topics through three major organi-
zational sections . “Innovating How 
We Invest” examines public-private 
partnerships as a case study for how 
new financial models can attract greater 
diversity and amounts of capital toward 
projects to promote forest health . 
“Innovating What We Invest In” focuses 
on startups offering forest-based services 

and products that have the potential 
to replace carbon-intensive businesses 
with low-carbon alternatives, improve 
access to forests, increase conservation 
incentives, and complement policy 
efforts to mitigate greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions . Finally, “Partnerships 
Advancing the Monetization of Forests” 
describes growing cooperation across 
the nonprofit, government, and for-profit 
sectors that is amplifying the varied 
examples highlighted throughout this 
report . 

The same Planet imagery is also being used by Salo Sciences to build the 
California Forest Observatory, a monitoring tool for California forests

This image, taken from the California Forest Observatory on September 10, 2020, shows the North Complex Fire approaching the town of Paradise, CA, 
where scars from the 2018 Camp Fire are still visible in the area of low canopy heights to the East of the town.

c. Previous DBL white papers can be found at http://www.dblpartners.vc/resources-reports/.

Source: California Forest Observatory. Salo Sciences. September 2020. Retrieved from https://forestobservatory.com/
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Emerging Financial Models
The idea that financial capital can 
contribute to managing, protecting, and 
restoring natural ecosystems, including 
forests, is older than many of the trees in 
the United States .22 What is new is the 
use of novel financial instruments and 
innovative partnerships to expand the 
boundaries of forest investments, creating 
a path for a broader array of investors to 
contribute to forest conservation efforts . 
This section provides an abbreviated 
overview of conservation finance and 
highlights two examples of new financial 
models that leverage public-private 
partnerships to attract private capital to 
fund needed forest restoration work on 
public lands .

CLEARING A PATH FOR INCREASED  
PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN FORESTS

From its origins in 1634, when Boston 
Common became America’s first public 
park, the field of conservation finance 
(also called conservation investment and 
natural capital) has grown tremendously, 
surpassing $50 billion globally in 2012 .23 
This capital represents funds raised and 
managed to support land, water, and 
natural resource conservation .24 Over this 
vast period, an abundance of models has 
emerged that deploy financial resources 
to safeguard and enhance the environ-
mental benefits provided by forests . The 
list includes conservation easements, 
payments for ecosystem services (PES), 
green bonds, and many others .d 

Historically, these and other investment 
vehicles that incorporated forest health 
or other conservation goals primarily 
attracted funding from public and philan-
thropic sources . These capital sources 
have been better suited to conservation 
projects due to the long investment 
horizons, high risk, and low rates of 
return that characterize these kinds of 
investments .25 More recently, greater 
levels of private capital have flowed into 
the sector as some investment vehicles 
have emerged that provide risk-adjusted 
returns better suited to the expecta-
tions of private investors . Estimates of 
private capital allocated to conservation 
expanded from $200 million in 2004 to 
$2 billion in 2015 .26 This growth stemmed 
primarily from investments in sustainable 
food and fiber production ($1 .6 billion) 
and real assets ($620 million),27 which 
includes the acquisition of forest land for 
habitat protection . 

Recently, large corporations, especially 
in the technology sector, have paved the 
way for greater private capital partici-
pation . In August 2020, Google issued 
$5 .75 billion of sustainability bonds, 
funding that will be used for projects 
that generate environmental outcomes . 
The environmental and social aspects 
of the raise saved Google three to five 
basis points on interest rates compared 
to traditional bond rates, establishing 
a precedent for green financing that 
large companies across a variety of 
sectors are expected to follow .28 Major 
corporations have also made ambitious 

d. This paper does not attempt to provide a complete history of conservation finance, nor does it exhaustively catalogue existing conservation finance models related to forests. 
Several organizations define, catalogue, and provide case studies for this growing field, including the Conservation Finance Alliance (www.conservationfinancealliance.org), the 
Coalition for Private Investment in Conservation (http://cpicfinance.com/), and Conservation Finance Network (https://www.conservationfinancenetwork.org/).

Boston Common: The First Conservation Finance 
Investment in 1634

Photo: Aerial Photography of Boston Common by Marco Verch under Creative Commons 2.0
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climate commitments that will lead to 
greater levels of investment in conser-
vation finance . For example, Microsoft’s 
commitment to become carbon negative 
by 2030 will utilize carbon offsets 
(a topic detailed later in this paper) 
generated from forest restoration, affor-
estation, and soil carbon sequestration .29

The increased participation from private 
capital is a step in the right direction, but 
significant barriers still exist that hamper 
further growth . The majority of private 
conservation capital comes from a small 
handful of the largest investors,30 and 
there is a dearth of large-scale, liquid 
investment opportunities necessary 
to attract new ones .31 These obstacles, 
coupled with practical constraints on 
the amount of public and philanthropic 
capital that can realistically be allocated 
to conservation, have resulted in a signif-
icant gap between current funding levels 
and those needed to safeguard global 
ecosystems and the rich biodiversity they 
sustain . One widely cited report, jointly 
authored by Credit Suisse, McKinsey, and 
the World Wildlife Foundation, estimated 
this gap to be $250 to $350 billion in 
2016,32 while another estimate from a 
July 2020 National Geographic Society 
study suggests an annual gap of over 
$110 billion .33 

This conservation funding shortfall 
represents a major challenge, but it also 
presents an opportunity for entrepreneurs 
that can create new financial products 
and business models that promote 
conservation . Ultimately, closing this gap 
will require a range of opportunities that 
provide returns across the full financial 
spectrum . The remainder of this section 
takes a closer look at one area, public-
private partnerships, in which new 
models are clearing a path for greater 
amounts of capital, and a more diverse 
set of investors, to contribute to forest 
health . 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN FOREST 
RESTORATION FINANCE

Public-private partnerships, cooperation 
among public and private entities to 
provide services,34 have been applied 
globally to a range of sectors, including 
infrastructure, energy, and public health . 
Recently, they have emerged as a 
promising tool to channel private capital 
toward improving the health of public 
forests, which comprise over 40% of U .S . 
forestland .35 Two examples discussed in 
this section, Blue Forest Carbon and the 
Innovative Finance for National Forests 
Program, are utilizing public-private 
partnerships to increase funding for forest 

restoration, which includes activities 
such as prescribed burns and small tree 
removal that can improve ecological 
function while helping to reduce the 
frequency and severity of wildfires . 

Public forests, especially in the West, 
have become overgrown due to a century 
of policies that suppressed naturally 
occurring wildfires .36 As mentioned previ-
ously, climate change has also created 
hotter and drier conditions in forests . 
These two trends, coupled with growing 
development at the borders of forests 
(called the “wildland urban interface”),37 
have contributed to dramatic increases in 
the frequency and intensity of wildfires,38 
as evidenced by the unprecedented 2020 
fire season . Restoration has emerged as 
one promising solution to improve the 
resilience of public forests to wildfire, 
with studies showing that recent resto-
ration in California provided a return on 
investment of $1 .90 to $3 .30 for each 
dollar spent .39 Though restoration cannot 
completely mitigate the manifold drivers 
of forest fires, which include natural 
forces such as winds, lightning, and 
droughts in addition to human factors like 
population growth and development near 
forests,40 it can contribute to making fires 
less likely and less severe .

Source: National Interagency Fire Center, External Affairs Office
Source: U.S. Department of 
Interior, Office of Wildland Fire

1985 ‘88 ‘91 ‘94 ‘97 ‘00 ‘03 ‘06 ‘09 ‘12 ‘15 2018

U.S. Federal Wildfire Suppression Costs, 
1985-2019

$0 0

$4B 12

$3B 8

$2B 4

Suppression Costs  
($ billions)

Acres Burned  
(millions of acres)

Acres 
Burned

Total 
Suppression 
Costs
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The U .S . Forest Service (USFS), which 
manages 193 million acres of public 
land, allocates a portion of its budget to 
restoration each year . Historically, this 
was funded by the Reforestation Trust 
Fund, which appropriated $30 million 
annually .41 The 2019 Reforestation Act 
increased this funding to $60 million, 
but it had remained stagnant since 1980, 
resulting in a backlog of lands in need 
of restoration . By 2019, USFS estimated 
that 78 million of its acres (40%) were 
at risk from “uncharacteristically severe 
wildfires” and would benefit from resto-
ration .42 One reason for this backlog is 
that the growing frequency and severity 
of fires has caused USFS fire suppression 
spending to rise dramatically, from $367 
million in 1995 (16% of its annual budget) 
to $2 .6 billion in 2018 (over 50%) .43 
This led to consistent “fire borrowing,” in 
which USFS funded firefighting by pulling 
money from restoration . 

Fortunately, recent legislative changes will 
curb fire borrowing going forward .44 The 
Great American Outdoors Act, passed 
in August 2020, will allocate $9 billion 
to public lands over the next 5 years 
through a new National Park and Public 
Lands Legacy Restoration Fund, some of 
which will address the forest restoration 
backlog . The act also allocated funding 
on a permanent basis for the first time to 
the existing Land and Water Conservation 
Fund at $900 million annually, which also 
contributes some funds to forest resto-
ration projects .45 These legislative efforts 
provide needed increases in the level and 
stability of public funding for forest resto-
ration . New public-private partnership 
models are showing that private capital 
can amplify these efforts to address the 
backlog of public forestland in need of 
restoration .

Blue Forest Conservation (BFC), a 
California nonprofit founded in 2015, is 
one organization creating investment 
vehicles for private capital to contribute to 
public forest restoration . The firm’s Forest 
Resilience Bond (FRB) brings a financial 
structure first used in social impact bonds 

to the forestry sector, where it shows 
promise to expand restoration funding in 
the U .S . West . 

Through the FRB, private investors 
provide upfront capital to finance forest 
restoration activities (e .g ., prescribed 
burns and small tree removal) and 
organizations that benefit (“benefi-
ciaries”) pay them back over time, with 
modest returns, as the work is completed . 
Typical beneficiaries might include 
the U .S . Forest Service (from reduced 
wildfire suppression costs), utilities 
(from protected water quality), and local 
governments (from improved environ-
mental and social outcomes in their 
jurisdictions) . BFC serves as the project 
developer, contracting with beneficiaries 
to identify a project and, alongside the 
World Resources Institute and local 
beneficiaries, determining the value of 
specific ecosystem services .

After partnering with the USFS in 2017, 
BFC launched the first FRB pilot in 2018, 
raising over $4 million of financing from 
The Rockefeller Foundation, the Gordon & 
Betty Moore Foundation, Calvert Impact 
Capital, and CSAA Insurance Group . The 
goal of the pilot is to protect 15,000 acres 
of forest within the Yuba watershed in 
Tahoe National Forest . Along with state 
and federal funding, the finance package 
included a $1 .5 million cost-share contri-
bution from the Yuba Water Agency, 
which stands to benefit from the protec-
tions to water quality that restoration 
will provide . The first restoration activ-
ities began in 2019 and are expected to 
continue through 2022 . If all goes well 
with the pilot, BFC plans to finance larger, 
landscape-scale restoration projects with 
funding targets above $50 million . This 
larger project size would enable partici-
pation from investors with a preference 

for large capital allocations, such as 
pension funds and insurance agencies .

Products like the FRB demonstrate the 
potential for private capital to partner 
with government agencies to address 
critical needs across America’s public 
forests . This concept is gaining traction .  
A new collaboration between the National 
Forest Foundation, the U .S . Endowment 
for Forestry and Communities, and the 
USFS Conservation Finance Program 
aims to identify and scale new financing 
models that leverage private capital to 
support the National Forest System . 
Announced in 2019, the Innovative 
Finance for National Forests (IFNF) 
grant program awarded $1 .8 million in 
grant support, ranging from $100,000 to 
$500,000, to organizations developing 
financial mechanisms with potential to 
scale across the National Forest System .

The IFNF program received 48 project 
proposals in its initial year . The first 
grantees were announced in May of 2020 
with a focus on watershed health and 
recreation infrastructure . The projects 
range from early design efforts, such as a 
new wildfire resilience insurance product, 
to models that are closer to implemen-
tation, like BFC’s Forest Resilience Bond . 
In addition to funding, the organizations 
benefit from partnerships with the partic-
ipating organizations . The National Forest 
Foundation provides technical assistance 
for project implementation; the USFS 
offers access to staff and help navigating 
the agency; and the U .S . Endowment for 
Forestry and Community administers and 
monitors the grants . As the IFNF program 
takes shape, the collaborators aim to 
build a pipeline of projects that expand 
the use of conservation finance across 
U .S . National Forests .

New public-private partnerships are showing that 
private capital can amplify existing efforts to address 
the backlog of U.S. forestland in need of restoration.
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Forest Services and Products
At first glance, trees may not seem ripe 
with opportunities for innovation . They 
are familiar and ubiquitous in urban 
streets and rural hillsides, having been 
rooted in earth’s landscapes for more 
than 300 million years .46 Recent devel-
opments suggest, however, that forests 
have untapped commercial potential 
that is just beginning to be discovered . 
Increasingly, forests are at the center 
of business model and technological 
innovation for startups across a wide 
range of industries . This section explores 
a subset of sectors, across both forest 
services (death care and eternity 
management, recreation, and carbon 
markets) and forest products, where 
forests are driving innovations that 
promote forest health and contribute to 
the decarbonization of industries with 
historically high levels of GHG emissions .

DEATH CARE AND ETERNITY MANAGEMENT

Looking out over the vast lawns of a 
typical American cemetery, it may not be 
clear how an industry focused on interring 
and honoring the dead could contribute 
to protecting the health and vibrancy of 
living forests . In fact, whether it is referred 
to as death care, legacy care, or eternity 
management, many of the practices that 
have underpinned the modern manifes-
tation of this industry since the late 
1800s47 are unsustainable and amount 
to systematic environmental degradation 
that has historically gone unnoticed by 
the general public .

Each year in more than 100,000 
cemeteries across the country, over 30 
million board feet of hardwood coffins 
are lowered into the ground, along with 
a vast array of chemicals and carbon-in-
tensive materials . These include 64,000 
tons of steel, 1 .6 million tons of concrete, 
17,000 tons of copper and bronze, and 
4 .3 million gallons of embalming fluid, 
most prominently formaldehyde, a highly 

toxic human carcinogen .48 Over time, 
these materials leach into the earth, 
making cemeteries a major source of 
anthropogenic soil and groundwater 
contamination .49 

Today, several signs suggest these 
environmentally harmful practices 
are ripe for disruption . Over 50% of 
respondents to a 2019 study expressed 
interest in greener funeral options,50 and 
cremation, which overtook burial as the 
preferred end-of-life option in 2015, is 
expected to be used in 80% of cases by 
2035 .51 While cremation does signifi-
cantly less environmental harm, as it 
does not require the land, materials, or 
chemicals used in burial, it does have a 
carbon footprint, with common methods 
emitting 500 pounds of carbon per 
body (roughly equivalent to two gas 
tanks) .52 As a result, several startups 
are designing low-carbon alternatives . 
One method known as “recomposition,” 
which is described in greater detail below, 
uses composting instead of burning . 

Materials Used for Traditional Burials in the U.S. Each Year

MATERIAL ANNUAL USE EQUIVALENCY EACH YEAR

Concrete 1 .6M tons ¼ of the concrete in the Hoover Dam

Wood 30M feet Wood framing for 2,000 single family homes

Steel 64,000 tons More steel than the Empire State Building (60,000 tons)

Metals (copper, bronze) 17,000 tons Wire, plumbing, and hardware for 70,000 single family homes

Embalming Fluid (formaldehyde,  
methanol, etc .) 4 .3M gallons Would fill 6 .5 Olympic swimming pools

Source: Annual use provided by Green Burial Council. Equivalencies calculated by DBL.
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These upstream carbon reductions are 
complemented by sustainable innovation 
downstream, where companies are 
making it possible to scatter and memori-
alize the remains of loved ones in ways 
that also contribute to protecting and 
growing forests .

One example is Better Place Forests 
(BPF)e, a company that is reimagining 
the relationship between one’s final 
resting place and the natural world . As 
an alternative to traditional cemeteries, 
BPF has created America’s first conser-
vation memorial forests where families 
scatter the remains of loved ones beneath 
a tree of their choosing . In effect, these 
families purchase a living tree instead 
of a tombstone . BPF’s forests are estab-
lished on tracts of previously unprotected 
forestland . The company protects its 
forests in perpetuity by using a conser-
vation easement, a tool commonly 
used to protect private land, to transfer 
development rights to a permanent land 
trust . BPF does not handle the cremation 
process, but it does neutralize the ashes 
and combine them with beneficial soil 

BPF Forest in Flagstaff, AZ

e. Better Place Forests is a DBL Partners portfolio company.

prior to scattering . BPF also works to 
improve the health and resilience on its 
properties with ongoing maintenance, 
such as removing invasive species and 
clearing dense underbrush . 

In addition to protecting existing forests, 
BPF has partnered with One Tree Planted, 
a Vermont-based nonprofit, to reforest 
fire-damaged areas across America . For 
each tree sold in one of its memorial 
forests, BPF works with One Tree Planted 
to plant 25 to 400 trees in areas impacted 
by forest fires or deforestation . To date, 
the partnership has planted more than 
60,000 trees, which will help rebuild 
ecosystems and sequester, or capture, 
carbon as these trees mature .

BPF currently has two California conser-
vation memorial forests in Point Arena and 
Santa Cruz, as well as forests in Flagstaff, 
Arizona and Scandia, Minnesota . It plans 
to expand to other states throughout the 
country . As the company grows, so too 
will the acres of forestland it puts under 
protection, helping the communities in 
which it operates to protect much-needed 
open space . 

BPF offers one prominent example of 
how innovation can enable greener burial 
options and tap into changing consumer 
priorities . The company is not alone in this 
regard . Other startups such as Capsula 
Mundi53 and BioLife54 sell biodegradable 
urns designed to be planted beneath tree 
seedlings . As previously mentioned, other 
companies are providing sustainable 
alternatives to cremation upstream, which 
complement and enhance the benefits 
of choosing a greener spreading method . 
One such company, Recompose, has 
designed a process to convert human 
remains into soil, which it claims can 
sequester carbon and improve soil 
health .55 In 2019, Washington became the 
first state to legalize this process, called 
“recomposition” or “human composting .”56 
This policy shift, along with the emergence 
of a wide range of companies seeking 
to reduce the environmental impact of 
traditional death care practices, suggests 
that this industry is becoming an unlikely 
exemplar of the potential for businesses 
built on sustainability to displace legacy 
models, satisfy changing consumer prefer-
ences, and address 21st century forest and 
climate challenges .

“ Better Place Forests is seeking aligned partnerships 
with land trusts because we share the goals of 
conserving cherished natural places and increasing 
communities’ connection with the land.”
Jake Young, Senior Manager of Land Acquisition and Land Trust Partnerships,  
Better Place Forests
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RECREATION

For many families, forests create happy 
memories: sunny adventures hiking on 
a trail or sitting by a campfire under the 
stars . In short, many individuals enjoy 
outdoor recreation and passionately 
incorporate it into their lifestyles . This 
passion also drives significant economic 
opportunity . Recreation generates $887 
billion per year in consumer spending 
and supports 7 .6 million American 
jobs,57 in addition to subtler economic 
benefits that are often overlooked . For 
example, a national survey conducted 
by The Musef, a workforce and career-
building company, and the Conservation 
for Economic Growth Coalition (CEGC), 
an organization of venture capitalists 
and entrepreneurs, found that proximity 
to outdoor recreation helps companies 
attract and retain talented employees, 
particularly millennials .58 

The value generated by forest recre-
ation extends far beyond the economy . 
Meaningful outdoor experiences, and 
the desire to allow future generations 
to share them, contribute to building 
the political and social will needed to 
drive climate action . A growing body 
of literature also shows that exposure 
to trees and forests can lead to a range 
of physical and mental health benefits, 
including improved respiratory health 
and reductions in stress and anxiety .59 
As our understanding of the numerous 
benefits provided by forest recreation 
continues to grow, so too do the number 
of businesses seeking to expand it . This 
section highlights emerging companies 
that are increasing access to forest 
recreation, attracting greater amounts of 
private investment into the sector, and 
providing forest owners with revenue 
opportunities that, unlike traditional 
development, result in the conservation 
of their land .

Though forest recreation is synonymous 
with national parks and other govern-
ment-owned land, private landowners are 
by far the largest owners of forested areas 
in the U .S ., including corporate (20%) 
and noncorporate (38%) private entities . 
These noncorporate private forests 
are controlled by more than ten million 
owners, including individuals, families, 
trusts, and estates scattered widely 
across the country . Historically, these 
non-corporate private owners have been 
the most likely to sell their forestlands for 
purposes that have resulted in devel-
opment and deforestation . A study by the 
USFS predicts that by 2050, population 
growth and the resulting metropolitan 
development could lead to the defor-
estation of 50 million U .S . acres,60 an 
area roughly the size of Nebraska .61 
Development at this scale could also 
contribute to forest fragmentation, the 
breaking up of contiguous forests into 
disjointed patches, which is a primary 
threat to biodiversity .

f. The Muse is a DBL Partners portfolio company.

Source: U.S. Endowment for Forestry and Communities. Who Owns America’s Forests? Retrieved from: https://bit.ly/3bQBJan.

Ownership of U.S. Forestland 766 million acres 
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“Private Noncorporate” ownership includes 36% owned by individuals, families, and family trusts/estates, with the remaining 2% owned by other private 
noncorporate organizations (including Native American tribes and conservation nonprofits). “Private Corporate” includes legally incorporated entities like 
forestry companies, timber investment management organizations, and real estate trusts.
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This loss of forestland will likely be 
concentrated in and around cities, which 
is especially troubling due to the disparity 
of access to outdoor recreation sites in 
urban areas . A 2019 study published in 
Landscape and Urban Planning examined 
access to parks and wooded areas in 
ten U .S . metropolitan areas meant to 
represent a cross-section of American 
cities, from New York and Los Angeles 
to Indianapolis and St . Louis . The results 
show that Americans with lower income 
levels and educational attainment had 
fewer opportunities to access public green 
space and forested areas . Access to these 
spaces was also lower for racial and ethnic 
minority communities, especially in cities 
with higher populations .62 

A new crop of companies is aiming to 
increase the amount of land open to 
recreation, democratize its access through 
technology, and provide landowners 
with a stream of recreation revenues to 
incentivize them to keep forests intact 
rather than opt for development . Based 
on sharing-economy principles, these 
companies use digital technology to 
create recreation revenues by addressing 
barriers like marketing, customer acqui-
sition, and accountability that might 
normally prevent widespread use of their 
land . For example, Hipcamp, a platform 
for campsite booking founded in 2013, 
aggregates private owners of two or more 
acres of undeveloped land and allows 
users to book visits through a mobile app, 
which currently lists more than 350,000 
bookable sites .63 Private landowners 
decide the best offerings for visitors, from 
treehouses and cabins to tent sites and 
RV hookups, and set their own prices, with 
Hipcamp receiving a 10% commission on 
sales .64 Other companies have launched 
comparable offerings . Tentrr, founded 
in 2015, targets higher-end “glamping” 
customers by curating a selection of 
private listings of over 15 acres, with 
amenities such as firepits and semi-per-
manent structures .65 On the other end of 
the spectrum, The Dyrt operates a free, 
crowd-sourced camping database, with 
a premium subscription offering offline 
maps and discounts on reservation fees .66 

If extensive overcrowding in America’s 
public parks is any indication,67 there 
is no shortage of demand for outdoor 
recreation, even as the threats of wildfire 
devastation and the resulting pollution 
hang in the air around us . The benefits of 
scaling up access for a greater number of 
people would improve public health, grow 
local economies, and focus more attention 
on conserving and protecting green space 
for the future enjoyment of local commu-
nities . Despite these benefits, today most 
privately-owned land is sitting on the 
sidelines . The proliferation of technolo-
gy-enabled recreation is a promising trend 
with potential to increase the accessi-
bility of the outdoors while incentivizing 
landowners to maintain forestland . 

CARBON MARKETS

Business models that reduce GHG 
emissions and generate positive environ-
mental outcomes, such as those described 
above, will be necessary to meet the 
Paris Agreement goals of limiting global 
temperature rise to 2°C, and ideally 1 .5°C, 
above preindustrial levels . To achieve 
these targets and avoid the worst impacts 
of climate change, GHG reductions must 
also be accompanied by carbon seques-
tration to reach net-zero emissions by 
2050 .68 Net-zero, also called carbon 
neutrality, implies a state in which all 
human-caused emissions are cancelled 
out, or “offset,” by removing an equivalent 
amount of carbon from the atmosphere .69 

Carbon markets are one market-based 
policy approach being used to meet these 
goals,g and natural climate solutions like 
forests, which capture carbon as they 
grow, can play a crucial role in generating 
carbon offsets to meet growing demand in 
these markets . Though the cost, accuracy, 
and transparency of carbon measurement 
has inhibited growth of carbon offsets, 
new businesses are emerging that apply 
remote sensing technology to enable 
accurate, cost-effective measurement 
for forest carbon projects . This section 
provides a brief overview of carbon 
markets and natural climate solutions 
before highlighting a few emerging 
companies .

Background on Carbon Markets and Natural 
Climate Solutions
Carbon markets have two forms, 
compliance and voluntary, with carbon 
transacted either as a tradable, govern-
ment-distributed allocation to emit, 
or as a credit stemming from an offset 
project that removes carbon from the 
atmosphere . In compliance markets, 
governments set an annual cap on GHG 
emissions that is lowered over time . The 
cap is divided into tradable allowances 
that polluting industry participants buy 
and sell to account for each ton of GHGs 
they produce . These carbon trading 
systems are in place globally, from Europe 
to Korea, with others in development .70 In 
the United States, California’s Cap-and-
Trade program is the fourth-largest in the 
world .71 The total value of carbon traded 
in global compliance markets reached 
$215 billion in 2019, a 34% increase from 
2018 .72 

Compliance markets also allow regulated 
entities to “offset” a portion of their 
emissions by funding projects that 
sequester carbon . For example, the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) 
Forest Offset Protocol granted nearly five 
million carbon credits for forest projects 
alone in 2019 .73 A voluntary market for 
carbon offsets also exists, which includes 
purchases by corporations and individuals 
to reduce their carbon footprint . The 
global market for offsets was $600 
million in 2019 and is expected to grow 
rapidly to $200 billion by 2050 as carbon 
neutrality commitments from companies, 
cities, and countries expand .74 As of 2019, 
over 5% of Fortune Global 500 companies 
had pledged to reach carbon neutrality by 
2030, with several others pledging to do 
so by 2040 .75 

While many carbon capture technologies 
are being developed to satisfy growing 
demand for offsets, research suggests 
“natural climate solutions”  — land 
management techniques that increase the 
carbon stored in forests, grasslands, and 
wetlands — have significant near-term 
potential . These approaches have the 
added benefit of providing ecosystem 
services that improve air, water, and soil 

g. On September 15, 2020 the Business Roundtable endorsed using a “market-based mechanism” to address climate 
change, signaling support for approaches like carbon markets that put a price on carbon to reduce emissions.
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quality while also expanding wildlife 
habitat that supports biodiversity . The 
amount of carbon that trees ultimately 
capture will depend on several factors, 
including the prevailing carbon price, with 
higher prices leading to greater investment 
in forest offsets . At the uppermost range, 
one study estimates that in the U .S . alone, 
forests could sequester over 650 million 
metric tons by 2025, equivalent to annual 
U .S . GHG emission from agriculture 
(10% of the U .S . total) .76 Of course, this 
estimate is bounded by human needs for 
food, agriculture, and fiber land use, and 
it may be revised as agricultural, land use, 
and other strategies identify additional 
methods of reducing and sequestering 
carbon .

Improving Transparency in Carbon 
Markets with Technology
Forest carbon offset projects gained 
attention in April 2020 when Amazon 
announced that the first investment 
from its $100 million Right Now Climate 
Fund would be a $10 million grant to 
conserve forests and promote sustainable 
management in the Appalachian 
Mountains,77 including $7 .3 million 
allocated to The Nature Conservancy’s 
and American Forest Foundation’s 
Family Forest Carbon Program .78 This 
program will provide incentive payments 
to individual forest owners, who collec-
tively own 36% of U .S . forests, to adopt 
practices that improve forest health and 
sequester additional carbon on their land . 
Simultaneously, the program will engage 
companies, such as Amazon, seeking to 
purchase large volumes of credits from 
small landowners .79 

This program demonstrates the potential 
of forest carbon projects to meet the 
growing demand for offsets, but some 
forest carbon projects have been limited 
by credibility concerns that their emission 
reductions may not be additional or 
permanent . A 2019 ProPublica inves-
tigation into carbon offset projects 
over the last two decades found that 
“carbon credits hadn’t offset the amount 
of pollution they were supposed to, or 
they had bought gains that were quickly 
reversed or that couldn’t be accurately 
measured to begin with .”80 One challenge 

is that the inventories necessary to meet 
rigorous accountability and transparency 
requirements can be expensive and 
time-consuming . For example, existing 
carbon inventory methodologies include 
hiring teams of foresters to physically 
measure individual trees within a given 
land parcel .81 In order for the use of offsets 
to grow, these concerns will need to be 
addressed .

Looking to the future, innovations in 
remote sensing, which include satellite 
imagery, drone technology, and other 
remote data gathering techniques, will 
play a significant role in improving carbon 
sequestration measurement . For example, 
Planet,h the nanosatellite company, has 
begun democratizing access to high-reso-
lution images of the earth’s surface, which 

can be used to verify nature-based carbon 
offset projects . In 2019, the company 
announced a partnership with Michael 
Bloomberg and the State of California 
to “develop new geospatial analytics 
that can directly enable conservation 
efforts for forests, coral reefs, and other 
natural resources .”82 Increased access to 
improved geospatial data is enabling a 
new wave of startups to blossom . 

Two Bay Area companies, Pachama and 
SilviaTerra, are applying remote sensing 
to forests . Pachama, which announced a 
partnership with Planet in April 2020,83 
uses satellite imagery and artificial intel-
ligence to predict the amount of carbon 
stored within a given parcel of forestland . 
The company combines satellite images 
with LIDAR to create three-dimensional 

h. Planet is a DBL Partners portfolio company.

Climate Mitigation Potential of Natural Climate 
Solutions in the U.S. in 2025 (Teragrams of CO2 
Equivalent per Year)

Source: Reproduced with permission from Fargione et al. Natural Climate Solutions for the United States. Science 
Advances. November 2018.
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maps that allow tracking of changes 
to forest cover, tree height, and carbon 
density . Pachama uses this information to 
build dashboards for carbon offset buyers 
to monitor the ongoing performance of 
projects from which they have purchased 
carbon credits . SilviaTerra also applies 
satellite imagery and artificial intelligence 
to forest measurement, which it uses to 
create a carbon rental market that allows 
landowners of all sizes to participate . In 
2018, it partnered with Microsoft to create 
the SilviaTerra Basemap, the first “forest 
inventory for every acre in the continental 
United States,” including estimates of tree 
species, size, carbon sequestration, timber 
value, and wildlife habitat .84 

Incentivizing improved forest 
management and growth of the world’s 
forests stands to benefit all life on Earth . 
In addition to ecosystem services, these 
practices can sequester meaningful 
amounts of carbon in a cost-efficient 
manner to meet pressing climate goals . 
Companies like Pachama and SilviaTerra 
are showing that greater access to 
remote sensing data has the potential 
to efficiently build the trust necessary to 
spur growth in forest-based offset 

projects . While the technology these 
startups are bringing to bear is an 
important piece of the puzzle, regulatory 
mandates and demand for climate action 
on the part of corporate actors and the 
public will continue to be pivotal for the 
continued growth of carbon offsets .

FOREST PRODUCTS

Traveling through forested areas, trucks 
stacked with logs are often seen navigating 
the roads, and moss-covered stumps can 
punctuate otherwise endless walls of trees . 
For many, these images conjure instinctual 
concerns of environmental damage from 
deforestation, habitat loss, or the release of 
stored carbon . Recently, these issues were 
brought to the fore when a toilet paper 
shortage prompted by the outbreak of 
COVID-19 drew attention to the fact that 
some brands are made from old-growth 
wood harvested in the Canadian boreal 
forest, carbon-dense woodlands home to 
hundreds of indigenous communities .85 
This example encapsulates the potential 
costs of using wood as an input . When 
sourced irresponsibly, it contributes to 
global deforestation .86 But are there cases 
where harvesting trees can advance 
sustainability goals?

Growing evidence and new commercial 
offerings are showing that the answer is a 
qualified yes . Though counterintuitive, the 
use of some forest products can displace 
carbon-intensive materials with lower-
carbon, biodegradable alternatives, act 
as “vaults” that store carbon captured 
by trees,87 and provide forest owners 
with incentives to maintain forestry 
operations and the ecosystem services 
they generate .88 To be clear, not all forest 
products lead to these outcomes . To 
ensure environmental benefit, they must 
be sourced from sustainably managed 
forests . The United Nations defines 
sustainable management as meeting 
“the social, economic, ecological, cultural 
and spiritual needs of present and future 
generations .”89 Environmental benefits 
are also more likely when forest products 
are locally sourced to reduce transport,90 
reclaimed from discarded wood to create 
circular economies,91 or made from 
undesirable wood like small-diameter 
trimmings that are otherwise discarded .92 

Several independent certifications and 
ecolabels attempt to verify environmental 
claims and ensure products can be 
traced to sustainable forests .93 The two 
leading certifications, Forest Stewardship 

SilviaTerra Basemap of Tree Density Across the United States
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Council (FSC) and Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification 
(PEFC), have collectively certified 
11% of global forests as sustainably 
managed, primarily in North America 
and Europe .94 Others, like the Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative (SFI), intend to hold 
procurement officers to beneficial 
practices even when sourcing from 
uncertified forests .95 These verification 
schemes are not perfect . They have 
certified only a small portion of global 
forests and wood consumption, and 
several certified companies have been 
exposed illegally smuggling unsustainable 
wood for their products .96 Despite these 
flaws, certifications have been shown 
to improve management practices .97 
They offer one path toward channeling 
consumer demand for sustainability to 
unlock benefits that forest products can 
generate in industries like construction .

CONSTRUCTION

Construction is one major sector where 
the use of forest-based products could 
contribute to increased sustainability . 
In 2018, building and construction 
accounted for 39% of global carbon 
emissions, including 11% from the 
production of building materials like 
steel, cement, and glass .98 Construction 
is also responsible for 160 million tons of 
waste in the United States each year, a 
quarter of the national total .99 Recently, 
advanced materials engineered from 

wood have gained traction in applications 
for residential, commercial, and industrial 
buildings, including pioneering designs 
that have created fully wooden struc-
tures .100 Early momentum is beginning 
to emerge for increased use of “mass 
timber” buildings whose structural 
supports, normally fashioned from steel 
and concrete, are instead supported by 
solid or engineered wood .101 

Construction products made from wood, 
including mass timber, can offer advan-
tages over traditional concrete, masonry, 
and steel . If sustainably sourced, they 
can reduce emissions from construction 
projects and trap the carbon sequestered 
by trees within buildings, creating de 
facto “carbon banks .” A recent study in 
Nature estimates that designing mid-rise 
buildings with timber could store between 
10 to 68 million tons of carbon in new 
buildings annually .102 If the materials are 
sourced from sustainable forests, the 
trees harvested in the process regrow, 
sequestering additional carbon . There 
are also potential economic benefits . 
Mass timber reduces construction time 
and labor requirements because building 
elements can be prefabricated, lighter to 
transport, and faster to assemble . They 
also perform better in some applications; 
for example, wooden window frames 
provide nearly 400 times more insulation 
than steel .103

Cutting Edge Mass Timber Construction Projects
One of most widely used mass timber 
products is cross-laminated timber (CLT): 
large, prefabricated wooden panels 
that can support tall structures while 
remaining fire resistant .104 Though CLT 
has caught on faster in Europe, the North 
American market reached $80 million 
in 2019 and is expected to grow to $228 
million by 2025, aided by greater local 
production . One example is SmartLam 
North America, a Montana startup that 
received $450,000 in grants from the U .S . 
Department of Agriculture and the State 
of Montana for its potential to create rural 
jobs and use wood being cleared from 
public lands by forest restoration activities 
meant to prevent wildfires .105 SmartLam 
was the first producer of CLT in the U .S . 
and both the FSC and SFI have certified its 
products as sustainably sourced . 

In the future, products derived from wood 
may also create substitutes for building 
material like siding and windows .106 
One early-stage company, MOXY OID 
Technology Management, claims to have 
developed a process to mineralize wood 
to create composite material that can 
be used to make products like roof tiles 
that are often made from glue, plastic, or 
cement .107 

The United Nations and International 
Energy Agency identified emissions 
reductions in construction as “critical 
to achieving the Paris Climate 
Agreement .”108 Companies like SmartLam 
and MOXY are part of a broader trend 
toward integrating forest products into 
buildings to meet this target, which is also 
being supported by federal policy . The 
Timber Innovation Act, introduced in the 
2018 Farm Bill, provides research funding, 
grant support, and technical assistance 
to advance innovation in the construction 
of tall wooden buildings . These policies 
will need to be combined with sustainable 
harvesting to maximize the environmental 
benefits that wood-based construction 
can provide . At the same time, 
sustainable innovations in wood-based 
construction will need to keep pace with 
parallel improvements in the sustain-
ability of concrete and steel products, 
including improved rates of recycling and 
energy efficiency .109

UMass Amherst’s Design Building adopts cutting 
edge timber engineering, utilizing a glulam frame, 
floor slabs made of composite, and exposed CLT . Its 
use of mass timber (as opposed to steel) removes 
2,600 metric tons of carbon from the atmosphere .
Source: www.thinkwood.com/our-projects/
umass-amherst-design-building 

Vancouver’s 18-storey Brock Commons tower, 
once the world’s tallest timber building, was built 
cheaper, faster, and with less environmental impact 
than a comparable steel and concrete structure — 
offsetting an estimated 2,432 metric tons of carbon .
Source: www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/jul/22/
canadian-cities-take-wooden-skyscrapers-to-new-heights
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The Case for the Policy, Capital,  
and Innovation Trifecta
DBL has long characterized the climate 
investment opportunity as being driven 
by the trifecta of Policy, Capital, and 
Innovation, defined as the intersection 
of 1) Policy — legislation, regulation, 
and government incentives to support 
industry growth; 2) Capital — institutional 
dollars ready to invest; and 3) Innovation 
 — entrepreneurs accelerating sustainable 
innovation cycles . The power of this 
trifecta is rapidly expanding to the 
conservation sector . The various forest 
innovation models highlighted throughout 
this paper face significant challenges, 
from access to growth capital and proof of 
scalability for early-stage organizations, 
to accuracy and trust in sustainability 
certification and carbon reporting . They 
also share a common recognition that 
the interdisciplinary nature of the forest 
sector, in terms of both financial and 
human capital, can be utilized as an asset . 
Each model uniquely aligns a market-
driven approach with policy goals, setting 
the stage for strong partnerships across 
sectors and beneficial regulatory action .

The role of regulators is crucial to 
establishing many of the markets 
described in this paper . Within the death/
eternity care industry, the regulatory 
environment is slowly addressing a 
need to open the market for creative, 
sustainable business models . The 
fact that the State of Washington has 
become the first in the nation to legalize 
human composting110 signals that 
policymakers are beginning to recognize 
changing consumer preferences . 
Younger populations are trending 
away from cemeteries, with groups like 
the “Order of the Good Death” now 
promoting “death positivity,” which 
rejects the environmental harm caused 
by current end-of-life practices .111 In 
addition, trade associations such as the 
Green Burial Council are helping states 
navigate emerging sustainable death 
care standards and evolving cremation 
regulations .

In the evolving and complex carbon 
trading market, policy and regulatory 

measures have long guided market  
development, creating financial incentives 
and serving as a catalyst for projects 
that reduce emissions and advance 
environmental justice, including forest 
projects . Though carbon trading has yet 
to gain traction at the federal level, state 
agencies have stepped in to regulate 
emissions, including the California 
Cap-and-Trade program, which is 
linked to Quebec’s program through the 
Western Climate Initiative,112 and the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative on 
the East Coast .113 These programs also 
incentivize natural climate projects . In 
California, proceeds from carbon auctions 
are deposited in a “Greenhouse Gas 
Reduction Fund (GGRF) .” The GGRF is 
appropriated by the state legislature 
as “California Climate Investments 
(CCI),”114 which are awarded to carbon 
reduction projects after being selected 
by more than 20 California state 
agencies .115 For example, as part of CCI, 
Cal Fire administers a “Forest Health 
Grant Program” designed to implement 
projects that restore forest health and 
conserve working forests .116 Since 2016, 
California has mandated that 35% of CCI 
funds must be allocated to projects that 
benefit disadvantaged and low-income 
communities .117 A May 2020 study 
showed that since California’s Cap-and-
Trade launched in 2013, a statewide 
disparity of exposure to local air pollution 
narrowed by 20 to 30% between 
disadvantaged and other communities .118

“ The Innovative Finance for National Forests 
program is advancing the Forest Service’s efforts 
to think outside the box when it comes to financing 
critical work to promote watershed health and 
sustainable recreation infrastructure.”
Jacqueline Emanuel, Director of U.S. Forest Service National Partnership Office
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The California Cap-and-Trade program 
also includes a carbon offset component, 
for which CARB sets GHG offset 
protocols .119 CARB sets the proportion 
of the capped entities’ GHG reductions 
that can be met with offsets, which is 
currently at 8% and will drop to 4% 
for 2021-2025 . CARB’s “Compliance 
Offset Protocol for U .S . Forest Projects” 
provides the requirements and methods 
for quantifying the net climate benefits 
of activities that sequester carbon on 
forestland .120 An example of a forest 
carbon project for which CARB issued 
offset credits is The Nature Conservancy’s 
private investment fund, the Cumberland 
Forest Project, which is implementing 
a sustainable forest strategy and has 
acquired 253,000 acres of working 
forestland across Virginia, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee . In 2019 alone, CARB issued 
2 .2 million tons of carbon offset credits to 
the fund .”121

Approaches that utilize the CARB offset 
market and others like it could someday 
be applied to efforts in the death/eternity 
care and recreation sectors to scale 
their impact . For example, the forests 
replanted through the Better Place Forest 
partnership with One Tree Planted could 
be monitored and verified to generate 
carbon offsets, with proceeds donated 
to forest maintenance activities at state 
parks, public lands, or the spreading 
forests themselves .

Nonprofit organizations are also playing 
a crucial role to spur the emerging 
forest innovations highlighted in this 
paper . Organizations like The Nature 
Conservancy122 have contributed vital 
research that has helped bring increased 
attention to the potential for forests and 
other natural lands to play a major role in 
climate change mitigation .123 Nonprofits 
are also adding critical accountability 

and building trust through their ability to 
offer credible third-party verification . For 
example, in the carbon trading market, 
nonprofits like the Gold Standard124 
and Verified Carbon Standard125 verify 
accuracy in sequestration measurement 
by providing approved methodologies 
and reviewing the findings of third-
party verifiers before issuing Verified 
Emissions Reductions (VER) credits . 
Other organizations like The Climate 
Registry design and operate voluntary and 
involuntary GHG reporting programs .126 
In the forest products sector, the Forest 
Stewardship Council and the Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative provide forest 
management certifications to improve 
sustainable forest management .

Other nonprofits are launching creative 
strategic partnerships with for-profit 
entities to enhance the positive 
benefits to forests through their 

“ The Nature Conservancy and the American Forest 
Foundation’s ‘Family Forest Carbon Program’ is an 
innovative nonprofit and private landowner program 
that helps small landowners, who represent 36% of 
all U.S. forestland, access carbon credit markets.”
Jacqueline Westley, Manager, Forestry Investments, The Nature Conservancy
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conservation-oriented business models . 
As mentioned above, the partnership 
between One Tree Planted, a nonprofit, 
and Better Place Forests has resulted in 
the planting of over 60,000 trees, for 
example . These types of partnerships 
further the goals of both the nonprofit 
and for-profit entities . Even without a 
direct partnership, the work of nonprofits 
complements startups with sustainability 
built into their business models . For 
example, advocacy groups like The 
Wilderness Society support public 
land management policies to preserve 
wildlands, which benefits the outdoor 
recreation economy, including startups 
mentioned in this paper . Other nonprofits, 
such as the Sierra Club and Vote Solar, 
manage environmental justice programs 
that help integrate the social justice and 
environmental protection movements, 
strengthening companies aligned with 
their goals and promoting equitable 
access to parks and clean energy 
utilization in communities of color . 

In many cases described in this paper, 
the interests of corporations, nonprofits, 
governments, and communities 
all overlap . Conservation-oriented 
companies must build trust with 
government agencies, locally engaged 
nonprofits, private landowners, and 
community members to credibly 
signal a commitment to protecting and 
preserving natural resources in the region . 
In the case of Better Place Forests, this 

function is accomplished by the role of 
the “Forest Steward,” who combines 
knowledge of forest management with a 
deep understanding of local community 
priorities . Once credibility has been 
established, state and federal agencies, 
such as the U .S . Forest Service, and land 
trusts, such as the Mendocino Land Trust, 
can become key collaborators and even 
a source of grant funding . For example, 
the U .S . Department of Agriculture has a 
Natural Resources Conservation Service 
that provides grants to private companies 
as they acquire and maintain forestland, 
recognizing that they contribute to 
improving water quality and increasing 
wildlife habitat .

The models discussed throughout this 
paper offer plentiful opportunities to 
engage with forests through investment, 
and increasingly there are opportunities 
for every type of investor . For example, 
private or family foundations and other 
family offices can invest along the 
mission-investing spectrum, whether 
through grants, program-related 
investments (PRIs), or market-rate 
mission investments (MRIs) . They can 
also provide valuable human capital to 
support promising organizations, helping 
them grow to a point where they can 
attract market-rate investment . In the 
case of Blue Forest Conservation’s Forest 
Resilience Bonds, the Gordon & Betty 
Moore Foundation provided early financial 
support and partnership, for example . 

In the fixed income category, growth in 
sustainable and green bonds issuances is 
providing new avenues to fund projects 
with environmental benefit . For venture 
capitalists, a surge in sustainability 
minded entrepreneurship is offering early 
stage investment opportunity where 
conservation intersects with technology, 
among other burgeoning cross-sector 
sustainability approaches . 

Partnerships are a common tool 
used across many of the examples 
highlighted in this paper . The incentives 
of stakeholders across the government, 
nonprofit, and private sectors are 
strongly aligned, offering plentiful 
opportunity to forge new collaborations 
to advance forest innovation . Whether 
the composition of the partnership is 
“public-private” (e .g ., USFS and Blue 
Forest Carbon); “nonprofit-private” 
(e .g ., One Tree Planted and Better 
Place Forests); “private-private” (e .g ., 
Pachama and Planet); or collaborations 
among philanthropic organizations (e .g ., 
CREO, Terra Silva127), myriad actors can 
increasingly work together to amplify 
their collective impact . 
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Forests and the natural world have 
always offered economic opportunity, 
sustenance, and improved well-being to 
humanity . Today, their value is even more 
expansive . They are quickly becoming a 
source of innovation capable of gener-
ating financial returns, conserving 
habitat, and meeting urgent challenges 
posed by climate change .

Throughout history, perceptions of forests 
have constantly evolved . They were an 
enchanted home to monsters and fairies 
in folklore, a source of sublime inspiration 
to Romantics, and, more recently, a store 
of resources to be utilized, to name just a 
few .128 Now, forests are once again being 
reinterpreted and gaining widespread 
attention . Expanding regulatory support 
and changing social mores are allowing 
new forest-based models to bloom . 
Entrepreneurs are harnessing the 
commercial and sustainability potential of 
forests to create novel financial instru-
ments and business models across a 
diverse range of sectors . In public policy, 

forests have inspired bipartisan action, 
including the August 2020 passage of the 
Great American Outdoors Act . Across 
each of these dimensions, a diverse set 
of stakeholders, including policymakers, 
non-profits, investors, and entrepreneurs, 
are working together to catalyze market-
driven forest innovation .

Several actions would help to accel-
erate and build upon this momentum . 
Additional supportive policies to provide 
research funding and grant dollars would 
bolster emerging forest-based technol-
ogies and businesses . The continued 
proliferation of partnerships would 
strengthen and align efforts across 
sectors . Greater numbers of impact 
venture capitalists and institutional 
investors acknowledging opportunities 
presented by forests would lead to an 
influx of capital .

As the escalating global threats of 
wildfire and deforestation continue 
to pose multifaceted challenges to 

human and environmental health, the 
immediate need to protect forests has 
never been clearer . Over the next decade, 
collaborative efforts described in this 
paper to accelerate forest innovation 
will be important tools to ensure that 
our planet not only survives and thrives 
but that future generations will have 
the opportunity to develop their own 
cultural identities around forests and 
working natural lands . Expanding beyond 
commonly held notions of what healthy 
forests can be is a critical step . Once the 
setting for fairy tales, forests are now 
becoming the subject of financing rounds, 
opening investment opportunities with 
a large tent that includes public and 
private sector partners, entrepreneurs, 
and investors working together . As these 
efforts advance, tomorrow’s forest 
stewards will modernize a rich heritage 
built over the ages, contributing to a 
world in which forests are not continually 
threatened but remain an essential and 
inspirational part of our past, present, 
and future .

“ We must protect the forests for our children, grandchildren, and children yet to 
be born. We must protect the forests for those who can’t speak for themselves 
such as the birds, animals, fish, and trees.”
Qwatsinas (Hereditary Chief Edward Moody), Nuxalk Nation, British Columbia, Canada

“ Once the setting for fairy tales, forests are now 
becoming the subject of financing rounds, creating 
investment opportunities with a large tent of public 
and private sector partners, entrepreneurs, and 
investors. As these efforts advance, tomorrow’s forest 
stewards will modernize a rich heritage built over the 
ages, contributing to a world in which forests remain 
an essential part of our past, present, and future.”
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Appendix List of Interviewees
The authors extend a special thank  
you to everyone who contributed to this 
paper, including those who reviewed 
early drafts and engaged in brainstorming 
around specific themes . We are partic-
ularly grateful to the interviewees listed 
below, who were extremely generous 
with their time and insights . None 
of these individuals should be held 
accountable for any views expressed, 
errors, or omissions .

Nonprofits
•  Peter Stangel, Chief Operating  

Officer, United States Endowment  
for Forestry and Communities

•  Thomas Hodgman, Director of 
Conservation Transactions, The Nature 
Conservancy

•  Jacqueline Westley, Manager of Forestry 
Investments, The Nature Conservancy

Academics
•  Sara Nelson, Postdoctoral Research 

Fellow, University of British Columbia

•  Patrick Bigger, Lecturer, Lancaster 
University

Foundations
•  Dan Winterson, Program Officer, 

Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation

•  Adam Connaker, Principal, The 
Rockefeller Foundation

•  Belinda Morris, Principal, Morello 
Advisors & Former Program Officer, 
Packard Foundation

Government
•  Tommie Herbert, National Conservation 

Finance Lead, U .S . Forest Service

•  Nathalie Woolworth, Conservation 
Finance Program Manager, U .S . Forest 
Service

Investors and Investor Networks
•  Zach Knight, Managing Partner,  

Blue Forest Conservation

•  Phil Saksa, Director of Research,  
Blue Forest Conservation

• Maki Tazawa, CREO Syndicate

•  Carl Palmer, Executive Director, 
LegacyWorks Group

Companies
•  Jake Young, Manager of Land 

Acquisition and Land Trust Partnerships, 
Better Place Forests

•  Kyle Gertridge, Head of Business 
Development and Partnerships,  
Salo Sciences

•  Max Nova, Founder, SilviaTerra
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